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Abstract 
 
Large information repositories as digital libraries, online shops, etc. rely on a taxonomy of the objects under 
consideration to structure the vast contents and facilitate browsing and searching (e.g., ACM topic classification for 
computer science literature, Amazon product taxonomy, etc.). As in heterogeneous communities users typically will 
use different parts of such an ontology with varying intensity, customization and personalization of the ontologies is 
desirable. In this paper we adapt a collaborative filtering recommender system to assist users in the management and 
evolution of their personal ontology by providing detailed suggestions of ontology changes. Such a system has been 
implemented in the context of Bibster, a peer-to-peer based personal bibliography management tool. Finally, we 
report on an in-situ experiment with the Bibster community that shows the performance improvements over non-
personalized recommendations.   
 
 
1 Introduction and Related Work 
 
Large information repositories as digital libraries, online shops, etc. rely on a taxonomy of the objects under 
consideration to structure the vast contents and facilitate browsing and searching (e.g., ACM Topic Hierarchy for 
computer science literature, Amazon product taxonomy). As in heterogeneous communities users typically will use 
different parts of such an ontology with varying intensity, customization and personalization of the ontologies is 
desirable. 
 
Such personal ontologies reflect the interests of users at certain times. Interests might change as well as the available 
data; therefore the personalization requires support for the evolution of personal ontologies. The sheer size of e.g. 
the ACM Topic Hierarchy makes it quite difficult for users to easily locate topics which are relevant for them. Our 
approach benefits from having a community of users which allows for recommending relevant topics according to 
similar interests. 
 
As our main contribution in this paper we adapt a collaborative filtering recommender system to assist users in the 
management and evolution of their personal ontology by providing detailed suggestions of ontology changes. The 
approach is implemented as an extension of the Bibster application and has been thoroughly evaluated with 
promising results. 
 
Related work exists in three different aspects: (i) work in recommender systems, especially collaborative filtering in 
general, (ii) work in using taxonomies in recommender systems, and (iii) ontology evolution in general. 
Recommender systems have their roots in relevance feedback in information retrieval (Salton, 1971, p. 324-326) , 
broaden the domain from documents and link structure to arbitrary domains and typically combine knowledge about 
different users. User- and item-based collaborative filtering and content-based recommender systems have been 
introduced in (Goldberg, Nichols, Oki & Terry, 1992, Resnick et al., 1994, p. 175-186, Stojanovic et al., 2002, p. 
285-300, Balabanović & Shoham., 1997). Taxonomies are used in recommender systems to improve 
recommendation quality for items, e.g., in (Middleton, Shadbolt & Roure., 2004, Ziegler et al., 2004). But, to the 
best of our knowledge there is no former approach for the inverse task, to use recommender systems for the 
personalization of the taxonomy or more generally of an ontology. Ontology evolution is a central task in ontology 



management that has been addressed e.g. in (Klein & Noy. 2003, Stojanovic et al., 2002). One approach for usage-
driven change discovery in ontology management systems has been explored in  (Stojanovic, N. & Stojanovic, L., 
2002), where the user’s behavior during the knowledge providing and searching phase is analyzed. However, the 
existing work only addressed the evolution of a single ontology in a centralized scenario. In our work we are 
extending the idea of applying usage-information to a multi-ontology model by using collaborative filtering to 
recommend ontology changes based on the usage of the individual ontologies. 
 
The paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 we present our underlying ontology model along with a set of 
change operations and the methods for recommending ontology change operations. We have implemented the 
recommender functionalities as extensions of the Bibster application, a semantics-based Peer-to-Peer application. 
We will describe this implementation in Section 3 and the results of an evaluation experiment in Section 4. Finally, 
we conclude in Section 5. 
 
 
2 Recommending Ontology Change Operations 
 
2.1 Ontology Model 
 
In our work we adhere to the Karlsruhe Ontology Model (Stumme et al., 2003):  
An ontology is a structure O := (C, , R, C≤ Rσ , R≤ , I, Cι , Rι  ) consisting of  

• three disjoint sets C, R, and I called concept identifiers, relation identifiers, and instance identifiers,  
• a partial order  on C called concept hierarchy or taxonomy, C≤

• a function  called signature, 2: CRR →σ
• a partial order ≤R on R called relation hierarchy, 
• a function  called concept instantiation,  I

C C 2: →ι
• a function  called relation instantiation. II

R R ×→ 2:ι
 
2.2 Ontology Change Operations 
 
Based on this ontology model, the smallest operations can be derived in a straightforward manner from its different 
components. We can define operations for adding and removing concepts (C+, C-), instances (I+, I-), or relations 
(R+, R-), as well as for asserting and retracting concept hierarchy relationships , i.e., c ≤ d for c, d ∈ C, 
relation hierarchy relationships , i.e., s ≤ t for s, t ∈ R, or concept instantiations, , i.e., 

),( −+ ≤≤ CC
),( −+ ≤≤ RR ),( −+

CC ιι
 (c)Cι∈i for i∈I, c∈C or relationship instantiations, , i.e., ),( −+

RR ιι  (s)j)(i, Rι∈  for i, j ∈ I, s∈R. In the following, 
we will denote this set of possible ontology change operations with OCO. More complex operations such as merge, 
move, etc. can be expressed using a sequence of change operations (Stojanovic et al., 2002). In the following 
however, we will focus on recommending atomic change operations, i.e. adding and removing elements of the 
ontology model.  
 
2.3 Ontology Ratings 
 
Our ontology model so far describes the actual state of an ontology for a user. Once we enter the more dynamic 
scenario of ontology evolution, it makes sense that a user (i) can express more fine-grained how important a certain 
element for him is and (ii) can express explicitly negative ratings for elements not part of his ontology. 
 
We model this importance information by a rating annotation. Let S denote the set of all possible elements of the 
ontology that are allowed to be rated (e.g. S = C), then an ontology rating annotation is a partial function r:S→R. 
High positive values denote the relative importance of an element, negative values that it is unwanted by the user. 
We will consider rating annotations as an additional ontology component in the following. 



In particular, we define the following two ontology rating annotations:  

1.   We use an explicit rating, called the membership-rating rm with taboos, for which (i) all elements actually 
part of the ontology have rating +1, (ii) all elements not actually part of the ontology can be explicitly 
marked taboo by the user and then get a rating -1. 

2.   We use an implicit, usage-based rating called ru, which indicates the relevance of the elements based on 
how it has been used, e.g. counts the percentage of queries issued by the user and instances in his 
knowledge base that reference a given element.  

 
We will consider rating annotations as an additional ontology component in the following. 
 
2.4 Recommending Ontology Changes 
 
A recommender system for ontology changes tries to suggest ontology changes to the user based on some 
information about him and eventual other users. Formally, an ontology recommender is a map  
 

OCOX 2: →ρ  
 
where X contains suitable descriptions of the target ontology and user. 
 
For example, let recommendations depend only on the actual state of a user’s ontology, i.e., X = Ο, where Ο denotes 
the set of all possible ontologies. A simple ontology evolution recommender can be built by just evaluating some 
heuristics on the actual state of the ontology, e.g., if the number of instances of a concept exceeds a given threshold, 
it recommends adding subconcepts to this concept. But without any additional information, this is hardly very 
useful, as we would not be able to give any semantics to these subconcepts: we could recommend to further 
subdivide the concept, but not how, i.e., neither be able to suggest a suitable label for these subconcepts nor 
assertions of instances to them. We will call such an approach content-based to distinguish it from more complex 
ones. 
 
Recommendation quality eventually can be improved by taking into account other users’ ontologies and thereby 
establishing some kind of collaborative ontology evolution scenario, where each user keeps his personal ontology 
but still profits from annotations of other users. The basic idea is as follows: Assume that for a target ontology we 
know similar ontologies called neighbors for short, then we would like to spot patterns in similar ontologies that are 
absent in our target ontology and recommend them to the target ontology. Another wording of the same idea is that 
we would like to extract ontology change operations that applied to the target ontology increase the similarity with 
its neighbors. 
Let  

RΟΟsim →×:  
 
be such a similarity measure where (O,P) is large for similar ontologies O and P and small for dissimilar ontologies. 
Typically, these measures are symmetric and maximal for two same arguments. For further properties and examples 
of similarity functions for ontologies, we refer the reader to (Ehrig, Haase & Stojanovic, 2004). 
 
Recall that ontologies in our context may have additional rating annotations that are valuable information to 
consider in similarity measures suitable for recommendation tasks. 
 
We can choose a simple unnormalized correlation measure (vector similarity) to compute similarities between 
ontologies of two users based on their ratings of the elements in the ontology:  
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Similarities for the two different rating annotations rm and ru are computed separately and then linear combined 
with equal weights:  
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Finally, as in standard user-based collaborative filtering, ratings of all neighbors Ω are aggregated using the 
similarity-weighted sum of their membership ratings, allowing for a personalized recommender function for a given 
ontology element c:  
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The recommendations are obtained directly from the rating: Elements with a positive rating are recommended to be 
added to the ontology, elements with a negative rating are recommended to be removed. Disregarding the similarity 
measure between the users’ ontologies, we can build a naive recommender that does not provide personalized 
recommendations, but instead simply recommends “most popular” operations based on an unweighted average of 
the membership ratings: 
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3 Case Study: Bibster 
 
In this section we will first introduce the Bibster system (Haase et al., 2004) and the role of personalized ontologies 
in its application scenario. We will then describe how the recommender functionality is applied in the system to 
support the users in evolving their personalized ontologies. 
 
3.1 Application Scenario: Sharing Bibliographic Metadata with Bibster 
 
Bibster1  is an award-winning semantics-based Peer-to-Peer application aiming at researchers who want to benefit 
from sharing bibliographic metadata. Many researchers in computer science keep lists of bibliographic metadata, 
preferably in BIBTEX format, which they must laboriously maintain manually. At the same time, many researchers 
are willing to share these resources, assuming they do not have to invest work in doing so. 
Bibster enables the management of bibliographic metadata in a Peer-to-Peer fashion: it allows to import 
bibliographic metadata, e.g. from BIBTEX files, into a local knowledge repository, to share and search the 
knowledge in the Peer-to-Peer system, as well as to edit and export the bibliographic metadata. 
 
Two ontologies are used to describe properties of bibliographic entries in Bibster, an application ontology and a 
domain ontology (Guarino, 1998). Bibster makes a rather strong commitment to the application ontology, but the 
domain ontology can be easily substituted to allow for the adaption to different domains. 
 
Bibster uses the SWRC2  ontology as application ontology, which describes different generic aspects of 
bibliographic metadata. The SWRC ontology has been used already in various projects, e.g. also in the semantic 
portal of the Institute AIFB3 . 
 

                                                 
1 http://bibster.semanticweb.org/ 
2 http://ontoware.org/projects/swrc/ 
3 http://www.aifb.uni-karlsruhe.de/about.html 



In our scenario we use the ACM Topic Hierarchy4  as the domain ontology. This topic hierarchy describes specific 
categories of literature for the Computer Science domain. It covers large areas of computer science, containing over 
1287 topics ordered using taxonomic relations, e.g.:  
SubTopic(Artificial_Intelligence, Knowledge_Representation_Formalisms). 
 
The domain ontology is used for classification of metadata entries, e.g.  isAbout(someArticle, Artificial_ 
Intelligence), therefore enabling advanced querying and browsing. The classification can be done automatically by 
the application or manually (by drag and drop). 
 
3.2 Extensions for Evolution and Recommendations 
 
In Bibster we initially assumed both ontologies to be globally shared and static. This basically holds for the 
application ontology, but users want to adapt the domain ontology continuously to their needs. This is largely 
motivated by the sheer size of the ACM Topic Hierarchy which makes browsing, and therefore also querying and 
manual classification, difficult for users. 
 
As part of this work we implemented extensions as described in the previous section to Bibster which support the 
evolution – i.e. the continuous adaptation – of the domain ontology by the users. A basic assumption here is that all 
users agree in general on the ACM Topic Hierarchy as domain ontology, but each user is only interested in seeing 
those parts of it which are relevant for him at a certain point of time. 
 
In the application, we have separated the interaction with the ontology in two modes: a usage mode and an evolution 
mode. The usage mode is active for the management of the bibliographic metadata itself, i.e. creating and searching 
for the bibliographic metadata. This mode only shows the current view on the ontology consisting of the topics that 
the user has explicitly included in his ontology. The evolution mode allows for the adaptation of the ontology. In this 
mode also the possible extensions along with the corresponding recommendations are shown. 
 
Ontology Change Operations To keep things simple and trying to separate effects from eventually different sources 
as much as possible, we allow as change operations the addition and removal of topics from the personal ontology. 
More specifically, this addition/removal corresponds to the addition/removal of the individual assertion axiom  
(e.g. Topic(Knowledge Representation Formalisms)), and the role assertion axiom that fixes the position in the topic 
hierarchy (e.g. SubTopic(Artificial Intelligence, Knowledge_Representation_Formalisms)). The addition of topics is 
restricted to those topics that are predefined in the ACM Topic Hierarchy. Also, the position of the topics is fixed 
globally by the background ontology. 
 
Ontology Ratings To elicit as much information as possible from users’ work with the application, we gather various 
ontology rating annotations in the different modes. 
We obtain the membership-rating rm in the evolution mode from the explicit user actions (c.f. Figure 2): The user 
can either add a topic in the taxonomy, which will assign a rating 1 for the topic, or he can exclude (taboo) the topic 
from the taxonomy, which will assign -1 for the explicitly taboo-ed topic. 

We obtain the usage-based rating ru in the usage mode by counting the percentage of queries issued by the user and 
instances in his knowledge base that reference a given topic. (For this, references to all topics are retained, especially 
also to topics not contained in the ontology of the user.) 
 
The ontology ratings of the individual users are propagated together with peer profile descriptions in the Peer-to-
Peer network, such that every peer is informed about the usage of the ontology in the network. For the details of this 
process, we refer the reader to (Haase et al., 2004). 
 
Recommending Ontology Changes For the recommendations of topics we rely on the rating function rpersonalized  
presented in the previous section. From the ratings of the topics, we can directly obtain the recommendations: 
Topics with a positive rating are recommended to be added to the ontology, topics with a negative rating are 

                                                 
4 http://www.acm.org/class/1998/ 



recommended to be removed. (Please note that adding a topic actually means adding the corresponding axioms, as 
described above.) 
Topics in the topic hierarchy are visualized depending on the current rating rm of the topic and on the 
recommendation for the topic using the coding scheme shown in Figure 1. Figure 2 shows a screenshot of the 
ontology in the evolution mode. 
 
 

 Recommendation 
Rating Remove Neutral Add 

Taboo-ed X topicname X topicname + topicname 
Unrated - topicname ?  topicname + topicname 

Accepted - topicname , topicname , topicname 

Figure 1: Visualization of topics in evolution mode 

 
Figure 2: Screenshot 

 
4 Evaluation 
 
For our evaluation, we wanted to study two questions: (i) Do users accept recommendations for ontology changes at 
all?  (ii) Is a personalized recommender better suited for the task than a naive, non-personalized recommender?  
 
To answer these questions, we have performed a user experiment in an in-situ setting using the Bibster system, in 
which we compared the baseline (non-personalized) and the personalized recommender, as defined in the previous 
section. In the following we will describe the setup of the experiment, evaluation measures, and the results. 
 



4.1 Design of the Experiment 
 
The experiment was performed within three Computer Science departments at different locations. For a pre-arranged 
period of one hour, 23 users were actively using the system. The recommender strategy (baseline or personalized) 
was chosen randomly for each user at the first start of the Bibster application. The users were not aware of the 
existence of the different recommendation strategies. 
During the experiment, the users performed the following activities (in no particular order), which are typical for the 
everyday use of the system:  

• Import data: The users need to load their personal bibliography as initial dataset. This data should also 
reflect their research interest. As described before, the classification information of the bibliographic 
instances is part of the ontology rating and thus used to compute the similarity between the peers.  

• Perform queries: The users were asked to search for bibliographic entries of their interest by performing 
queries in the Peer-to-Peer system. These queries may refer to specific topics in the ontology, and are thus 
again used as ontology ratings.  

• Adapt ontology: Finally the users were asked to adapt their ontology to their personal needs and interests by 
adding or removing topics. This process was guided by the recommendations of the respective 
recommender function. The recommendations were updated (recalculated) after every ontology change 
operation.  

The user actions were logged at every peer for later analysis. The logged information included: The type of the 
action (e.g. user query, ontology change operations), the provided recommendations, and a timestamp. 
 
4.2 Evaluation Measures 
 
We base our evaluation on the collected usage information in form of events consisting of the actual user action 
e ∈ OCO, i.e., the specific ontology change operation performed, and the set of recommendations at 
that point in time, represented by a set Ε ⊆ OCO × P(OCO). 

OCOE ⊆ˆ

 
We observe a successful recommendation or a hit, when e∈ Ê . For non-hits, we distinguish two situations: (i) If the 
actual recommendation was exactly the opposite action, e.g., we recommended to add a topic but the user taboo-ed 
it, then we call this an error. (ii) If there was no recommendation for this action neither for its opposite, we call this 
restraint. Based on these counts, we can compute the following performance measures. 
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where opp denotes the respective opposite operation, e.g., and . Higher recall and 
lower error and restraint are better. 

−+ = eeopp :)( +− = eeopp :)(

 
For a higher level of detail, we do so not only for all user actions, but also for some classes OCOC ⊆ OCO of user 
actions, such as all add- and all remove/taboo-operations. 
As each of the measures alone can be optimized by a trivial strategy, we also computed the profit of the 
recommenders with respect to the profit matrix in Table 1:  
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Table 1:  Evaluation Profit Matrix 

 Recommendation 
User Action Remove None Add 

Remove 1 0 -1 
None 0 0 0 
Add -1 0 1 

 
An intuitive reading of the profit is: The higher the profit, the better the performance of the recommender. In the 
best case (profit=1), all user actions were correctly recommended by the system, in the worst case (profit=-1), all 
user actions were opposite of the recommendation. 
 
4.3 Evaluation Results 
 

For the 23 participating users in the experiment, the baseline recommender was active for 10 users, the personalized 
recommender was active for the other 13 users. The participants performed a total of 669 user actions (452 add topic 
and 217 remove topic), 335 of these action were performed by users with the baseline strategy, 334 by users with the 
personalized recommender. Table 2 shows the number of add-topic-actions for the most popular topics.  

 
Table 2:  Most Popular Topics 

ACM Topic # Add Actions
 Information_Systems 23 
Computing_Methodologies 15 
Data 14 
Computing_Methodologies/Artificial_Intelligence 12 
Information_Systems/Database_Management 12 
Software 11 
Mathematics_Of_Computing 10 
Computer_Systems_Organization 10 
Computer_Systems_Organization/Computer_Communication_Networks 10 
Computing_Methodologies/Artificial_Intelligence/ 10 
   Knowledge_Representation_Formalisms_And_Methods  

 
Figure 3 shows the cumulative results of the performance measures defined above for the baseline and the 
personalized recommender. The diagrams show the results for Add and Remove operations separately, as well as 
combined for all change operations. 
 
As we can see in Figure 3 (upper right), overall the personalized recommender correctly recommended more than 
55% of the user actions, while the baseline achieved less than 30%. The error rate of the baseline algorithm is 
considerably higher: We observed an error = 17% and 9% for the baseline and the personalized approach, 
respectively. Further we observed a very large amount of restraint operations with restraint = 67% for users with the 
baseline strategy. Probably this is the result of a large number of recommendations irrelevant to the user given by 
the system with the baseline strategy. In such a case the user would not like to follow the system and constructs the 
ontology mainly by himself. Only from time to time he takes some of the recommendations into account. 
 



 
Figure 3:  Performance measures of the recommender 

 
 
By comparing add and remove operations we observe a higher amount of error recommendations for remove 
operations in comparison to the really small amount of it for the add recommendations while the correct 
recommendations are comparable for both operations (cf. Figure 3, left side). We think that this observation is based 
on the fact that a user is more likely to follow an add operation without a “substantiated” reason or explanation than 
a remove operation. While adding something to his “collection” and following the idea of having more the remove 
operation forces the feeling of “loosing” something, so typically users are more reluctant to remove topics. 
 
Calculating the overall profit of the two recommender functions, we obtain profit(E) = 0.11 for the baseline 
recommender. For the collaborative recommender, we obtain a significantly better value of profit(E) = 0.47. 
Concluding we can state that the personalized recommender function provides substantially more useful 
recommendations. 
 
5 Conclusion 
 
We have presented an approach to recommend ontology change operations to a personalized ontology based on the 
usage information of the individual ontologies in a user community. In this approach we have adapted a 
collaborative filtering algorithm to determine the relevance of ontology change operations based on the similarity of 
the users’ ontologies. 
The results of our experimental evaluation with the Peer-to-Peer system Bibster show the benefit of exploiting the 
similarity between the users’ ontologies in personalized recommender compared with a simple, non-personalized 
baseline recommender. As the recommendation of adding or removing concepts in a given concept hierarchy can 
only be a first step we focus for the next steps on recommendations of richer change operations. 
 
Acknowledgments: Research reported in this paper has been partially financed by the EU in the IST project SEKT 
(IST-2003-506826) (http://www.sekt-project.com). We would like to thank our colleagues for fruitful discussions. 
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